The pathophysiology of thrombocytopenia in chronic liver disease
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Abstract: Thrombocytopenia is the most common hematological abnormality encountered in patients with chronic liver disease (CLD). In addition to being an indicator of advanced disease and poor prognosis, it frequently prevents crucial interventions. Historically, thrombocytopenia has been attributed to hypersplenism, which is the increased pooling of platelets in a spleen enlarged by congestive splenomegaly secondary to portal hypertension. Over the past decade, however, there have been significant advances in the understanding of thrombopoiesis, which, in turn, has led to an improved understanding of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis. Multiple factors contribute to the development of thrombocytopenia and these can broadly be divided into those that cause decreased production, splenic sequestration, and increased destruction. Depressed thrombopoietin levels in CLD, together with direct bone marrow suppression, result in a reduced rate of platelet production. Thrombopoietin regulates both platelet production and maturation and is impaired in CLD. Bone marrow suppression can be caused by viruses, alcohol, iron overload, and medications. Sclerotic sequestration results from hypersplenism. The increased rate of platelet destruction in cirrhosis also occurs through a number of pathways: increased shear stress, increased fibrinolysis, bacterial translocation, and infection result in an increased rate of platelet aggregation, while autoimmune disease and raised titers of antiplatelet immunoglobulin result in the immunologic destruction of platelets. An in-depth understanding of the complex pathophysiology of the thrombocytopenia of CLD is crucial when considering treatment strategies. This review outlines the recent advances in our understanding of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis and CLD.
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Introduction

Thrombocytopenia is the most common hematological abnormality encountered in patients with chronic liver disease (CLD),¹ occurring in 64%–84% of patients with cirrhosis or fibrosis.² Among patients undergoing bone marrow biopsies for thrombocytopenia of unknown etiology, the prevalence of cirrhosis is as high as 35%.³ In addition to being an indicator of advanced disease,⁴ thrombocytopenia is associated with a poorer prognosis,⁵ and it frequently prevents patients from receiving crucial interventions such as medications, as well as invasive diagnostic or therapeutic procedures.⁶

Historically, thrombocytopenia has been attributed to hypersplenism, namely, the increased pooling of platelets in a spleen enlarged by congestive splenomegaly secondary to portal hypertension.⁶ Over the past decade, however, there have been significant advances in the understanding of thrombopoiesis, which, in turn, has led to an improved understanding of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis. Multiple factors...
contribute to the development of thrombocytopenia in the cirrhotic patient and these can broadly be divided into those leading to decreased production, splenic sequestration, and increased destruction (Figure 1). This review outlines the recent advances in our understanding of the pathophysiology of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis.

**Decreased platelet production**
Platelet production can be decreased due to depressed thrombopoietin (TPO) levels and direct bone marrow suppression.

**Thrombopoietin**
Hepatic production of TPO plays a pivotal role in thrombopoiesis (Figure 2). In 1990, the oncogene v-mpl was identified from the murine myeloproliferative leukemia virus, which was capable of immortalizing bone marrow hematopoietic cells from different lineages. In 1992, the human homologue, c-mpl, was cloned, and sequence data revealed that it encoded a protein that was homologous to members of the hematopoietic receptor superfamily. Antisense oligodeoxynucleotides of c-mpl were shown to selectively inhibit megakaryocyte colony formation, demonstrating that c-mpl regulated thrombopoiesis.

The ligand for c-mpl, TPO, was cloned in 1994. It has a 353-amino acid transmembrane domain with two extracellular cytokine receptor domains and two intracellular cytokine receptor box motifs. TPO is the major regulator of megakaryocytopoiesis, and it regulates both platelet production and maturation. It is a glycoprotein (GP) that shares significant amino acid sequence homology with erythropoietin (EPO). TPO is primarily made in the liver by both parenchymal cells and sinusoidal endothelial cells and is secreted into the circulation at a constant rate.

After binding to the surface of platelets and megakaryocytes through the c-mpl receptor, TPO is internalized and destroyed, thereby reducing further platelet and megakaryocyte exposure to the hormone. Stimulation of the TPO receptor results in activation of a number of signaling pathways via Janus kinase type 2 (JAK2) and tyrosine kinase 2 (TYK2). Mitogen-activated protein kinase activation subsequently leads to changes in gene expression, promoting progression of stem cells along the megakaryocytic pathway, megakaryocyte maturation, and subsequent release of normally functioning platelets into the peripheral circulation. Because the circulating level of TPO is inversely correlated to the platelet mass, low platelet counts lead to higher TPO levels due to decreased degradation (Figure 3). The increased exposure of undifferentiated bone marrow cells to TPO leads to their differentiation into megakaryocytes and maturation. This increased platelet cell mass, in turn, binds increasing amounts of TPO, reducing its circulation level, and leading to decreased platelet production. This negative feedback mechanism is highlighted by the observation that mice genetically altered to be defective in c-mpl have low platelet and megakaryocyte numbers and elevated TPO levels.

Decreased hepatic production of TPO is a critical factor in the development of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis (Figure 4). The prevalence and severity of thrombocytopenia correlate with and parallel the severity of underlying liver disease, particularly, the extent of fibrosis. The prevalence of thrombocytopenia is higher in patients with Stages 3 and 4 fibrosis when compared to patients with Stages 0–2 fibrosis (64% vs 6%). There is an inverse relationship between TPO levels and liver function, as assessed by tests that measure liver function, such as the indocyanine green retention and aminopyrine breath tests. Cirrhotic patients with thrombocytopenia have lower levels of circulating TPO than those with normal liver function.
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**Figure 1** Factors that contribute to the development of thrombocytopenia in patients with cirrhosis.

**Note:** The factors can be categorized as those that result in decreased production, splenic sequestration, and increased destruction.

**Abbreviations:** DiTP, drug-induced thrombocytopenia; HCV, hepatitis C virus; ITP, idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura; TPO, thrombopoietin.
with normal platelet counts.\textsuperscript{26} The key role played by TPO in thrombocytopenia of CLD is highlighted by the interaction between TPO and platelets during the perioperative period of liver transplantation: TPO levels are often undetectable in patients with cirrhosis before transplantation and rise immediately posttransplantation, which is followed by a rise in peripheral platelet count and normalization of both TPO levels and platelet count in most patients within 14 days.\textsuperscript{21}

**Bone marrow suppression**

Inadequate production of platelets due to bone marrow suppression in selected cases may also play a crucial role in the development of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis.\textsuperscript{22} Possible etiologies include suppression by viruses, alcohol, iron overload, and medications.

**Viruses**

Hepatitis A virus, hepatitis B virus, and hepatitis C virus (HCV) directly inhibit the growth and differentiation of human bone marrow progenitor cells in vitro.\textsuperscript{23} Thrombocytopenia is especially common in patients infected with HCV through a variety of mechanisms, one of which is direct bone marrow suppression.\textsuperscript{24} Patients with HCV without splenomegaly show depressed platelet production,\textsuperscript{25} and production increases after successful treatment of the infection.\textsuperscript{26}

**Alcohol**

Thrombocytopenia occurs frequently in alcoholics through a direct effect on the bone marrow.\textsuperscript{27} Alcohol reduces platelet life span and leads to ineffective megakaryopoiesis.\textsuperscript{27}
Following alcohol withdrawal, platelet counts rise within 5–7 days and normalize in a few weeks.\textsuperscript{28}

Iron

The status of iron stores is an important factor in thrombopoiesis, especially in determining the response to EPO. Thrombocytosis is a common presentation of iron deficiency anemia,\textsuperscript{29} and it has been suggested that it serves as a protective mechanism by increasing the coagulation capacity in conditions with chronic bleeding.\textsuperscript{30} Repletion of iron deficiency in renal failure and inflammatory bowel disease, in contrast, leads to a decrease in platelet levels, occasionally with precipitous reductions and the development of thrombocytopenia.\textsuperscript{31} Experimental studies indicate that thrombocytosis in iron deficiency is due to an increased commitment of hematopoietic progenitors to the megakaryocytic lineage with accelerated differentiation that is for the most part independent of EPO and TPO.\textsuperscript{30} The elevated EPO levels that are a normal physiological response to anemia,\textsuperscript{32} however, do affect platelet production but in a biphasic response. An early but transient increase in platelet count followed by development of thrombocytopenia may

*Figure 3* Increased thrombopoietin levels in thrombocytopenia lead to increased platelet production.

**Note:** In states of thrombocytopenia in the absence of chronic liver disease, there is decreased TPO binding and degradation by circulating platelets, leading to higher levels that are available for increased megakaryocyte stimulation and platelet production.

**Abbreviation:** TPO, thrombopoietin.
be observed with EPO treatment due to a functional iron deficiency.

The liver serves a central role in iron storage and functions as the main site of synthesis of iron transport proteins. Hepcidin, the principal iron regulatory hormone, is produced in hepatocytes and is secreted into circulation, wherein it binds ferroportin in macrophages and enterocytes, inducing internalization and degradation of ferroportin and inhibiting iron export. Excess iron or inflammation triggers increased hepcidin expression, resulting in decreased enterocyte iron absorption and reduced iron release from macrophages. Increased hepcidin expression has been implicated in anemia of inflammation, whereas decreased hepcidin expression plays an important role in hemochromatosis.

Iron overload associated with spur cell hemolytic anemia is common in advanced cirrhosis, occurring through several mechanisms. Prohepcidin expression is reduced in proportion to the severity of liver disease, leading to decreased hepcidin levels and increased iron absorption. Spur cell hemolytic anemia is caused by a combination of altered red blood cell (RBC) membrane composition, oxidative damage, decreased RBC membrane fluidity that leads to decreased RBC survival, and hemolytic anemia and further contributes to increased iron absorption and hepatic iron loading. Experimentally, the iron status is a major determinant of the platelet response to EPO. Compared to animals with depletion of iron stores, animals with iron overloading show a more pronounced degree of thrombocytopenia.
due to competition between erythroid and megakaryocytic development pathways of stem cells in the absence of the protection afforded by iron deficiency.33

Medications
Cirrhotic patients are exposed to a plethora of drugs that have the potential to cause drug-induced thrombocytopenia (DITP) through multiple mechanisms that include both direct bone marrow suppression and immunological platelet destruction. Examples of medications commonly prescribed to the cirrhotic patient and that are associated with impaired thrombopoiesis include azathioprine, antibiotics, and interferon (IFN).

Azathioprine is a purine antimetabolite used as an immunosuppressive agent to treat a range of autoimmune disorders, including chronic autoimmune hepatitis. Its mechanism of action in blocking purine synthesis hinders proliferation of several cell lines, with its most pronounced effect being on lymphocytes. The most common, but often serious, side effect of this agent is bone marrow suppression, an effect that is dose dependent. Although only 5% of patients taking azathioprine show bone marrow toxicity, which can include thrombocytopenia in up to 2%,41 effective therapy is frequently not possible in cirrhotic patients with baseline thrombocytopenia. Beta-lactam antibiotics and fluoroquinolones have also been proposed as potential causes of thrombocytopenia, acting through bone marrow suppression.42

IFN-based therapies were until recently the standard of care for patients with chronic hepatitis C. Because dose-dependent thrombocytopenia is a frequent side effect of IFN, baseline thrombocytopenia in cirrhotic patients frequently prevented them from receiving effective therapy. IFN-induced bone marrow toxicity and resultant cytopenias were a common reason for treatment discontinuation or cessation.43 The mechanism for the development of IFN-induced thrombocytopenia is multifactorial and includes direct impairment of late-stage megakaryocytogenesis and altered TPO levels. IFN inhibits the expression of transcription factors regulating late-stage megakaryocytogenesis and impairs thrombopoiesis by preventing cytoplasmic maturation of megakaryocytes and preventing platelet production.46 It is also associated with both a blunted TPO response to thrombocytopenia and a direct reduction in TPO levels.47 Patients with advanced liver disease especially lack an appropriate compensatory increase in TPO in response to thrombocytopenia.47

Splenic sequestration
Historically, thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis was attributed to increased pooling of platelets in an enlarged spleen.6 The term hypersplenism was first used in 1909 to describe the presence of splenomegaly in patients with hemolytic anemia. The concept subsequently evolved to describe a distinct clinical syndrome of splenic hyperactivity associated with splenomegaly, a reduction in one or more peripheral cell types, an appropriately proliferative bone marrow response, and potential for reversal with splenectomy.48 Congestive splenomegaly develops as a result of portal hypertension and is characterized by a redistribution of blood flow and platelets from the circulating pool to the splenic pool.49 As a result, splenomegaly leads to thrombocytopenia by sequestration, and there is an inverse relationship between spleen size and platelet count.18 Because the sequestered platelets are still capable of removing TPO from the circulation, they further contribute to the development of thrombocytopenia by lowering TPO levels.50

Increased platelet destruction
Increased platelet destruction occurs in cirrhosis through increased shear stress leading to an increased rate of platelet aggregation, immunologic destruction, increased fibrinolysis, bacterial translocation, and infection.

Shear stress
Shear stress, or the level of fluid stress applied to platelets and plasma components within the vasculature, provokes platelet aggregation. Under conditions of excessive high fluid shear stress, ultralarge von Willebrand factor (ULVWF) undergoes a conformational transition from a globular state to an extended chain conformation that is more adhesive to platelets.51,52 This leads to aggregated complexes within the vasculature and thrombus formation. ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin-like and metalloprotease with thrombospondin type 1 motif 13) is a shear-dependent metalloproteinase produced by hepatic stellate cells, which cleaves unusually large vWF.53,54 High levels of shear stress both enhance vWF–platelet aggregation and promote cleavage of vWF by ADAMTS13.55

The levels and activity of ADAMTS13 are reduced in patients with advanced cirrhosis56 due to enhanced consumption of ADAMTS13, presence of inflammatory cytokines, and the presence of an ADAMTS13 plasma inhibitor.57 Decreased levels of ADAMTS13 result in the accumulation of UL-VWFM, which, in turn, enhances high shear-stress-induced platelet aggregation. Low platelet counts in cirrhosis parallel-depressed levels of ADAMTS13 activity.56 Finally, TPO can also prime platelet aggregation in conditions of high shear stress such as portal hypertension and congestive splenomegaly.58
Immunologic destruction

Immune-mediated destruction involving antiplatelet antibodies is frequently present in cirrhosis. Among patients with CLD of diverse etiologies, up to 64% have platelet-associated anti-GP antibodies that are primarily directed against the GP IIb–IX complex. Lower platelet counts in patients with cirrhosis are correlated with both larger spleen volumes and higher levels of platelet-associated immunoglobulin G (PAIgG). In a study utilizing kinetic radio-labeled platelet techniques, platelet levels were directly correlated with platelet survival times and inversely correlated with PAIgG levels and splenic volumes. Specific situations in which immune-mediated thrombocytopenia are encountered include idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura (ITP), chronic hepatitis C, infection, and medications.

Idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura

ITP, also known as immune or autoimmune thrombocytopenia purpura, is an autoimmune disease characterized by thrombocytopenia caused by the interaction of PAIg with platelet antigens. In “classic” ITP, autoantibodies are predominantly, but not exclusively, produced against platelet GP Ib/IIa and Ib/IX. Antibody-coated platelets are recognized by macrophages in the spleen and liver and removed from the circulation. Splenomegaly is typically not present, and patients usually respond well to immunosuppression. Autoimmune liver diseases (autoimmune hepatitis and primary biliary cirrhosis [PBC]) are frequently associated with other autoimmune conditions. Approximately 50% of patients with PBC are affected by at least one additional autoimmune disease, which may include ITP. Up to 40% of patients with PBC have raised levels of PAIgG, and there are case reports of patients with autoimmune-related liver disease with ITP.

Viral infections have been associated with ITP, especially HCV. Up to 30% of patients with ITP without evidence of advanced liver disease are seropositive for HCV. The rate of ITP among patients infected with HCV is 30.2 per 100,000 person-years compared to 18.5 per 100,000 person-years for non-HCV-infected individuals. HCV-related ITP thrombocytopenia may be severe, usually affecting women, and usually has a good response to corticosteroids. Finally, ITP has also been described in association with several other viral infections, including cytomegalovirus and Epstein–Barr Virus.

Chronic hepatitis C

Chronic infection with HCV can lead to thrombocytopenia through multiple mechanisms, as summarized by Weksler. Chronic HCV infection is associated with a plethora of autoimmune disorders. Approximately 38% of patients with HCV infection exhibit at least one immune-mediated, extrahepatic manifestation during the course of their disease. Patients with CLD due to HCV develop a thrombocytopenia that parallels the severity of their disease and is mirrored by increasing titers of PAIg. HCV can interact directly with platelets to bind platelet membranes through multiple cell surface receptors. Anti-HCV antibodies then coat the surface-associated HCV, ultimately leading to phagocytosis of antibody-coated platelets and accelerated platelet destruction by the reticuloendothelial system. The binding of HCV to platelets may also induce neoantigens on the platelet surface or drive alterations in the platelet membrane GPs, contributing to autoantibody formation against platelet membrane GPs, such as GPIIb/IIIa, and subsequent development of ITP. Finally, HCV is intimately related to cryoglobulinemia, and cryoglobulins might play a role in immune complex formation and accelerated platelet clearance.

Immune-mediated drug-induced thrombocytopenia

Due to the multiple medications that cirrhotic patients receive, DITP is commonly encountered. In DITP, drug-dependent antibodies bind to specific platelet GPs in the presence of the offending drug. Platelet counts decrease within 5–7 days after exposure to a causative agent and rise within 10 days of cessation. Causes of DITP include antibiotics (eg, cephalosporins, linezolid, and octreotide). The hallmark of immune-related DITP is severe thrombocytopenia (platelet count: <30×10^9/L), often accompanied by petechiae and mucocutaneous bleeding. IFN therapy can rarely induce autoimmune ITP. IFN-induced autoimmune ITP has been reported to develop after 4 weeks to 12 months of therapy, and even after the completion of therapy. In contrast to the dose-dependent thrombocytopenia caused by IFN-induced bone marrow suppression, IFN-induced autoimmune ITP can cause precipitous decreases in platelet levels; it usually responds to immunosuppression.

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is one of the most commonly encountered causes of DITP. Following exposure to heparin, platelet factor 4 (PF4) forms complexes with the negatively charged heparin molecules. These complexes are highly immunogenic and result in the formation of HIT antibodies and subsequent aggregation of platelets with PF4/heparin complexes. HIT is more common in patients treated with unfractionated heparin and occurs with a frequency of 3%–6% after 7 days. In contrast to the
and the development of thrombocytopenia. High levels of circulating endotoxins are observed in cirrhosis, even in those not clinically infected.88 Kalambokis and Tsianos99 first postulated the role of endotoxin in the pathophysiology of thrombocytopenia in cirrhosis: intestinal bacterial overgrowth and altered gut permeability allow bacterial translocation of microorganisms from the intestinal lumen into the portal circulation.100 Impairment of the reticuloendothelial system,101 along with portosystemic shunting, accounts for its presence in the systemic circulation.102 Endotoxin accelerates the release of proinflammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor-alpha [TNF-α] and interleukins [IL-3, IL-6, and IL-11]).103 The various cytokines are important regulators of inflammation, cell growth, and maturation; they have key roles in thrombopoiesis and are elevated in cirrhotic patients in proportion to the degree of liver disease.104 In patients with alcoholic cirrhosis, endotoxin levels are significantly higher among those with thrombocytopenia than in those without thrombocytopenia, and platelet counts are inversely correlated with endotoxin levels.105

Endotoxin stimulates B-cell activity and production of IgG, including PAlG, which increases the removal of platelets from the circulation.99 It contributes to thrombocytopenia by triggering disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), platelet activation, aggregation, and platelet toll-like receptors.106 Platelet consumption from activation of platelet–monocyte aggregates is induced by endotoxin,107 and endotoxemia impairs ADAMTS13 activity and promotes thrombotic complications and thrombocytopenia.57

TNF-α and other inflammatory cytokines suppress hepatic production of TPO,108 inhibit the growth and differentiation of megakaryocytes,108 and induce platelet apoptosis.109 Finally, TNF-α induces vascular nitric oxide production,110 which is the main mediator for the development of portal hypertension, and suppresses TPO production.111

Cirrhosis may also predispose patients to an excessive response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a component of cell walls of Gram-negative bacteria, which directly increases platelet aggregation in animal models. In experimental animals and in human cells from cirrhotic patients ex vivo, LPS induces higher levels of TNF-α and IL-6 than noncirrhotic controls.112

Bacterial infection

Thrombocytopenia commonly develops in patients with infection, especially sepsis. In a retrospective review of all patients admitted to a Medical Intensive Care Unit with severe sepsis or septic shock, thrombocytopenia developed...
in 47.6% of patients.113 Infection is more common in patients with cirrhosis than in the general population. The overall incidence of infection in patients with liver disease has been estimated to be up to 47%.114 Multiple sources of infection are common in advanced cirrhosis, including spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, urinary tract infection, and pneumonia. Patients with cirrhosis have an increased risk of developing sepsis, sepsis-induced organ failure, and sepsis-related death.115

Mechanisms by which sepsis lead to thrombocytopenia include intensification of the adverse effects of endotoxemia. TNF-α is increased in patients with sepsis, and TNF-α levels are higher in patients with sepsis with thrombocytopenia.116 TNF-α released during infection can trigger a DIC-like picture with hyperfibrinolysis with increased platelet activation and adhesion to endothelium.117 TNF-α triggers platelet activation and amplifies platelet response to collagen in vitro.118 Activation of the coagulation system in sepsis results in fibrin clot formation and the consumption of platelets.119

Immune mechanisms have also been implicated.120 PF4 forms immune complexes with heparin and other polyanions, in addition to binding bacteria, exposing neoantigen(s), and eliciting antibody formation. Specifically, PF4 has been demonstrated to bind the negatively charged LPS on Gram-negative bacteria.121 This PF4/LPS complex is immunogenic and can elicit cross-reacting antibodies against the PF4/heparin complex, resulting in a spontaneous HIT-like picture. Accordingly, anti-PF4/heparin antibody titers are higher in patients with bacteremia.122 Finally, endogenous heparinoids can also be detected in cirrhotic patients in the setting of infection and disappear following its resolution. Although they are associated with impaired coagulation, an effect on platelet count has not been detected.123

Conclusion
Thrombocytopenia is common in CLD of all etiologies and is a complicated and multifactorial phenomenon. Recent advances in elucidating the pathways of platelet production and consumption have led to significant improvements in our understanding of thrombocytopenia in CLD. An in-depth understanding of the pathophysiology of the thrombocytopenia of CLD is crucial when considering treatment strategies.
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